**Tailing Plant Closed**—The mill for treating tailings at the Ben Harrison mine in the Greenhorn Mountains has suspended operation for the winter. Harry H. Reed of Pollock, Idaho, built the plant during the summer, making a short run before winter set in. Mr. Reed leased the tailings, estimated to be about 20,000 tons, from Alfred Thode of Granite and George Doyle of Baker.

**Ben Harrison**—A small force of men is employed at the Ben Harrison mine cleaning up the property, putting buildings in condition for operation next season. The Ben Harrison mine is on the north slope of the Greenhorn mountains at an elevation of near 7000 feet, which means deep snows and expensive winter operation without proper preparation.

The tailings of the Ben Harrison mine at Granite, Oregon, have been acquired by Harry H. Reed of Idaho and George Doyle of Granite. Equipment is being installed and includes a 50-ton regrind and cyanide plant. It is estimated that about 20,000 tons of tailings are available for retreatment.